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This is a sequel to our papers (M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Lucchesi, and U. S. R.
Murty, 1999, Combinatorica 19, 151–174; 2002, J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 85,
94–136; and 2002, J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 85, 137–180). A Petersen brick is a
graph whose underlying simple graph is isomorphic to the Petersen graph. For a
matching covered graph G, b(G) denotes the number of bricks of G, and p(G)
denotes the number of Petersen bricks of G. An ear decomposition of G is optimal
if, among all ear decompositions of G, it uses the least possible number of double
ears. Here we make use of the main theorem in (2002, J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 85,
137–180) to prove that the number of double ears in an optimal ear decomposition
of a matching covered graph G is b(G)+p(G). In particular, if G is a brick that is
not a Petersen brick, then there is an ear decomposition of G with exactly one
double ear. This answers a question raised by D. Naddef and W. R. Pulleyblank
(1982, Ann. Discrete Math. 16, 241–260). Using this theorem, we give an alternative
proof of L. Lova´sz’ matching lattice characterization theorem (1987, J. Combin.
Theory Ser. B 43, 187–222). We also show that for any matching covered graph G,
there is a basis for the matching lattice of G consisting of incidence vectors of
perfect matchings of G. This answers a question raised by U. S. R. Murty (1994,
‘‘The Matching Lattice and Related Topics,’’ Technical Report, University of
Waterloo). In fact, we show that such a basis may be obtained from the incidence
vectors of perfect matchings associated with optimal ear decompositions of G.
© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G=(V, E) be a matching covered graph. Then M denotes the set
of all perfect matchings of G, and, for a subset A of E, qA denotes the
incidence vector of A. The matching lattice of G, Lat(G), is the set of all
integer linear combinations of vectors in {qM : M ¥M}. Seymour [12],
motivated by his attempts to study relaxations of the well-known edge
coloring conjectures due to Tutte and Berge and Fulkerson, initiated the
study of the matching lattice of certain cubic graphs. Later, Lova´sz [6]
generalized Seymour’s work and established, for any matching covered
graph G, necessary and sufficient conditions for a vector w in ZE to belong
to the matching lattice of G and thereby provided a complete characterization
of the matching lattice.
For a matching covered graph G we denote the number of bricks of G by
b(G). Bricks whose underlying simple graphs are isomorphic to the Petersen
graph play a singularly important role in this theory. For brevity, we shall
refer to such bricks as Petersen bricks. The number of Petersen bricks of G
is denoted by p(G).
His work on the matching lattice led Lova´sz to propose the following
conjecture: Every brick G different from the Petersen graph, K4, and C¯6 has
an edge e such that G−e is a matching covered graph with b(G−e)=1. He
noted that the proof of his theorem which characterizes the lattice could be
simplified significantly if the above conjecture were true. (Lova´sz and
Vempala announced a proof of this conjecture in 1994.) Carvalho and
Lucchesi, in their attempts to find ear decompositions of matching covered
graphs with the least possible number of double ears, were led to a related
conjecture. The following theorem, which was proved in [4], establishes
that conjecture in the affirmative.
Theorem 1.1. Every brick G that is not a Petersen brick and is different
from K4 and C6 has an edge e such that G−e is a matching covered graph
with b(G−e)=1 and p(G−e)=0.
It is possible to use the above result to prove the following theorem,
which provides an answer to a question raised by Naddef and Pulleyblank
[10].
Theorem 1.2. Every brick that is not a Petersen brick has an ear
decomposition with exactly one double ear.
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An ear decomposition of a matching covered graph G is optimal if,
among all ear decompositions of G, it uses the least possible number of
double ears. Using an extension (Theorem 4.3) of Theorem 1.1, also proved
in [4], we prove in this paper the following generalization of Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 1.3. The number of double ears in an optimal ear decomposition
of a matching covered graph G is b(G)+p(G).
We shall use Theorem 1.2 to give a proof of the characterization of the
matching lattice, a theorem proved by Lova´sz [6]. We shall then show that,
for every matching covered graph G, Lat(G) has a basis consisting solely of
characteristic vectors of perfect matchings of G, which provides an answer
to a question raised by Murty in [8]. We shall then define the concept of a
set Mg(D) of perfect matchings p-associated with an optimal ear decom-
position D of a matching covered graph G and show (Theorem 8.6) that, in
fact, the incidence vectors of the perfect matchings in Mg(D) constitute a
basis for the matching lattice of G.
We shall assume familiarity with the basics of the theory of matching
covered graphs. However, for the convenience of the reader, we shall recall
a few relevant definitions and facts concerning ear decompositions in the
next section. Terminology and notation not defined here can be found in
our papers cited in the abstract, in [6], or in [7].
2. EAR DECOMPOSITIONS
A single ear of a graph G is a path P :=(v0, e1, v1, ..., es, vs) of odd
length all of whose internal vertices v1, v2, ..., vs−1, if any, have degree equal
to two in G. The order of an edge ei of P is even or odd, according to the
parity of its index i. (Note that the order of an edge is preserved if one
replaces P by its reverse, because the length of P is odd.) A double ear of G
is a pair of vertex-disjoint single ears of G. An ear of G is either a single ear
or a double ear of G. (We refer to the paths (one or two) that constitute the
single ears of an ear R as its constituent paths.) The order of an edge of an
ear R of G is the order of the edge in the single ear of R in which it occurs.
When a single ear P is a path with just one edge e, then we shall make no
distinction between P and e. Similarly, if R=(P1, P2) is a double ear where
e1 is the only edge of P1, and e2 is the only edge of P2, then we shall make
no distinction between R and the pair {e1, e2} of edges.
An ear decomposition of a matching covered graph G is a sequence
K2=G1 … G2 … · · · … Gr=G
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of matching covered subgraphs of G where (i) G1=K2, Gr=G, and (ii) for
1 [ i [ r−1, Gi+1 is the union of Gi and an ear (single or double) of
Gi+1. The following fundamental theorem was established by Lova´sz and
Plummer. See, [2, 7, 13].
Theorem 2.1 (The two-ear theorem). Every matching covered graph has
an ear decomposition.
A bipartite matching covered graph has an ear decomposition which uses
only single ears (see [7]). An ear decomposition of a nonbipartite matching
covered graph must have at least one double ear.
There are matching covered graphs which have no ear decompositions
with just one double ear. For example, every ear decomposition of the
Petersen graph uses at least two double ears. In fact, there is essentially
only one ear decomposition of the Petersen graph, with r=5 and two
double ears. (See Lova´sz and Plummer’s book [7, p. 178].)
A given matching covered graph may have different ear decompositions
with different numbers of double ears. For example, consider the graph
P+e obtained from the Petersen graph P by adding an edge e joining two
nonadjacent vertices of P (see Fig. 1). By extending the ear decomposition
of P to that of P+e, using e as the last ear, we can obtain an ear decom-
position of G with two double ears. However, it is possible to find an ear
decomposition of P+e using just one double ear. There is one such
decomposition with f as the last ear.
If G is any matching covered graph, we denote by dg(G) the minimum
possible number of double ears an ear decomposition of G may have. Thus,
an ear decomposition of G is optimal if it uses exactly dg(G) double ears.
For any bipartite matching covered graph, dg=0. For any nonbipartite
matching covered graph G, in particular for any brick, dg(G) \ 1, and as
already noted, dg=2 for the Petersen graph.
FIG. 1. Graph P+e.
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The relevance of optimal ear decompositions to finding bases for match-
ing lattices will be apparent in the final sections of the paper, although we
give in the next section some indication of that relevance. We conclude this
section with the following simple identity relating the number n of vertices,
the number m of edges of a matching covered graph G, the length r of an
ear decomposition (G1=K2 … G2 … · · · … Gr=G) of G, and the number d
of double ears in the decomposition.
Proposition 2.2. The numbers m, n, r, and d satisfy the following
identity:
r=m−n+2−d.
3. EAR DECOMPOSITIONS AND PERFECT MATCHINGS
Let G be a matching covered graph. A subgraph H of G is a nice
subgraph of G if graph H is matching covered and graph G−V(H) has a
perfect matching. All the subgraphs Gi in an ear decomposition (G1, ..., Gr)
of graph G are nice. It is possible to associate with the ear decomposition a
set M1, M2, ..., Mr of r perfect matchings of G such that qM1, qM2, ..., qMr
are linearly independent. We now proceed to prove these useful facts.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a matching covered graph. Let
D :=(K2=G1 … G2 … · · · … Gr=G)
be an ear decomposition of G. Then there exists a list
M(D) :=(M1, M2, ..., Mr)
of perfect matchings of G such that, for 1 [ i [ r,
(i) Mi 5 E(Gj) is a perfect matching of Gj, for i [ j [ r, and
(ii) there is an edge ei inMi 5 E(Gi) such that ei ¨Mk, for 1 [ k < i.
Proof. By induction on r. If r=1 then the assertion holds immediately,
withM1 the singleton containing the only edge of G.
We may thus assume that r > 1. Let GŒ :=Gr−1. Then, DŒ :=(G1, ...,
Gr−1) is an ear decomposition of GŒ. By induction hypothesis, there exists a
list M(DŒ) :=(M −1, ..., M −r−1) that satisfies the asserted properties, with GŒ
playing the role of G and r−1 the role of r. Let R denote the ear of G such
that G=GŒ+R. Let T and U denote the set of edges of odd and even order
of R, respectively. Let Mr be a perfect matching of G containing an edge
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of T. For 1 [ i < r, let Mi :=M −i 2 U. Then, list (M1, ..., Mr) satisfies the
asserted properties. L
We shall refer to the listM(D)=(M1, M2, ..., Mr) of perfect matchings
obtained as in the above theorem as a list of perfect matchings associated
with the given ear decomposition. Since, for each i, 1 [ i [ r, there is an
edge ei which is in Mi but not in any one of the matchings M1, M2, ...,
Mi−1, clearly, the incidence vectors of M1, M2, ..., Mr are linearly inde-
pendent. This observation and Lemma 2.2 lead to the following simple, but
very useful corollary.
Corollary 3.2. If a matching covered graph G has an ear decomposition
with d double ears, then there exist m−n+2−d perfect matchings of G
whose incidence vectors are linearly independent, where m and n are the
numbers of edges and vertices of G, respectively.
Thus, one means of obtaining a large independent set of perfect
matchings of a matching covered graph G would be to obtain an ear
decomposition of G with as few double ears as possible. However, it is not
always the case that the set of perfect matchings associated with an optimal
ear decomposition of a matching covered graph G yields a basis for the
matching lattice of G. For example, an optimal ear decomposition of the
Petersen graph has length five and so yields an independent set of five
perfect matchings. However, the Petersen graph has six perfect matchings,
and they are all linearly independent. We shall show that for any matching
covered graph G with p(G)=0, the set of perfect matchings associated with
an optimal ear decomposition is a basis for the matching lattice of G. Using
the tight cut decompositions of matching covered graphs and an extension
of the concept of list of perfect matchings associated with an optimal ear
decomposition of G, we are then able to find a basis for its matching lattice
consisting of incidence vectors of perfect matchings of the graph.
4. REMOVABLE EARS
Let G be a matching covered graph. A single ear P of G is removable in G
if the graph G−P, obtained from G by deleting all the edges and internal
vertices of P, is matching covered. (A removable ear of length one is a
removable edge.) A double ear P of G is removable in G if the graph G−P,
obtained from G by deleting all the edges and internal vertices of each
single ear of P, is matching covered. (A removable double ear, each single
ear of which is an edge, is a removable-doubleton.)
An ear decomposition D of a matching covered graph G is said to be
nonrefinable if none of the double ears used in D contains a removable
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single ear. Clearly, any optimal ear decomposition of a matching covered
graph is nonrefinable. Thus, henceforth, we shall implicitly understand that
a removable double ear R=(P1, P2) of a matching covered graph has the
property that G−R is matching covered, but neither G−P1 nor G−P2 is
matching covered. (Thus, a removable doubleton {e, f} in a matching
covered graph G has the property that G−e−f is matching covered, but
neither G−e nor G−f is matching covered.) This stipulation is crucial for
the validity of the following simple proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Let R be a removable ear andM a perfect matching of
a matching covered graph G. Then, either M contains all the edges of even
order of R orM contains all the edges of odd order of R.
Proof. For any (not necessarily removable) single ear P of G, either M
contains all the edges of even order of P orM contains all the edges of odd
order of P.
Assume, to the contrary, that R is a double ear of G, consisting of two
single ears, say R1 and R2, such that M contains all the edges of odd order
of R1 and all the edges of even order of R2.
Let U denote the set of edges of even order of R1. Graph G−R is
matching covered. Thus, G−R is connected. On the other hand, R1 is an
ear of G−R2, and G−R=(G−R2)−R1. Thus, graph G−R2 is connected.
For each perfect matching N of G−R, set N 2 U is a perfect matching of
G−R2. Moreover, set M−E(R2) is a perfect matching of G−R2. Thus,
every edge of G−R2 lies in some perfect matching of G−R2. We conclude
that graph G−R2 is matching covered, whence single ear R2 is removable
in G. This is a contradiction. L
4.1. (b+p)-Removable Ears
In trying to establish the existence of ear decompositions with special
properties, we have found it convenient to find the subgraphs in the ear
decomposition in the reverse order, starting with Gr=G. Thus, after
obtaining a subgraph Gi in the sequence which is different from K2, we find
a suitable removable ear (single or double) and obtain Gi−1 from Gi by
removing that ear from Gi. For example, to show that a matching covered
graph G has an ear decomposition, it suffices to show that every matching
covered graph different from K2 has a removable ear. (This was the
approach used in [2].) Similarly, if we are trying to find an ear decompo-
sition of a matching covered graph G with, say, at most d double ears, it is
necessary to show that G has a removable ear Q such that the graph G−Q
has an ear decomposition with at most d double ears if Q is a single ear, or
d−1 double ears, if Q is a double ear. This is the motivation for the
notions of rank of an ear, and of (b+p)-removable ear, given below.
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The rank of an ear R of G, denoted r(R), is defined to be 0 if R
is a single ear and 1 if R is a double ear. A removable ear R of G is
(b+p)-removable in G if (b+p)(G−R)=(b+p)(G)−r(R). In particular,
a removable edge e of a matching covered graph G is (b+p)-removable if
(b+p)(G−e)=(b+p)(G). Also, a removable doubleton {e, f} of G is
(b+p)-removable if (b+p)(G−{e, f})=(b+p)(G)−1.
In the graph P+e in Fig. 1, the edge f is (b+p)-removable, but the edge
e is not (b+p)-removable. Lova´sz [6] proved the following interesting
theorem concerning removable doubletons.
Theorem 4.2. If G is any brick and e and f two edges of G such that
neither e nor f is removable in G, but R={e, f} is removable in G, then
G−R is bipartite.
Thus a removable doubleton in a brick is always (b+p)-removable.
Theorem 5.1 implies that a removable doubleton is always (b+p)-
removable. The following is the main theorem proved in [4].
Theorem 4.3. Every brick has two (b+p)-removable ears.
Theorem 6.2 is a generalization of the above theorem.
The notion of b-removability is akin to that of (b+p)-removability.
A removable ear R of a matching covered graph G is b-removable in
G if b(G−R)=b(G)−r(R). In the Petersen graph, every edge is (b+p)-
removable, but no edge is b-removable. In a matching covered graph G
with p(G)=0, every ear that is (b+p)-removable is also b-removable, but
a b-removable ear need not be (b+p)-removable. For example, edge e in
Fig. 1 is b-removable in P+e, but not (b+p)-removable. The notion of
b-removability will be used in the final section of this paper.
4.2. Removable Ears and Tight Cuts
In inductive proofs of theorems concerning removable ears, it is neces-
sary to be able to relate removable ears in a cut-contraction of a matching
covered graph G with respect to a tight cut of G with removable ears in G
itself. Lemma 4.4 is needed in that context. Before stating that lemma, we
introduce the notation we use for cut-contractions of a matching covered
graph.
Let G be a matching covered graph and let X be a subset of V. Then,
N(X) denotes the edge cut of G consisting of edges with one end in X and
one end in X¯=V0X. Let C denote cut N(X). The graph obtained from G
by contracting X¯ to a single vertex x¯ is denoted by G{X; x¯} and the graph
obtained from G by contracting X to a single vertex x is denoted by
G{X¯; x}. We shall refer to these two graphs G{X; x¯} and G{X¯; x} as the
C-contractions of G (or, the cut-contractions of G with respect to C). If the
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names of the new vertices in the C-contractions are irrelevant, we shall
simply denote them by G{X} and G{X¯}.
Lemma 4.4. Let C :=N(X) be a tight cut of a matching covered graph
G, and let R be a removable ear of G. If C meets E(R), then C contains
precisely one edge of odd order of R and at most one edge of even order
of R. Moreover, if C contains two edges in E(R) then |C|=2 and one of the
C-contractions of G is C2n.
Proof. Assume that C meets E(R). Let e be any edge of C 5 E(R). Let
Me be a perfect matching of G that contains edge e. By Lemma 4.1, setMe
contains all the edges of R whose orders have parity equal to that of e. But
cut C is tight; therefore the order of any edge of C 5 E(R)−e has parity
distinct from that of e. We conclude that |C 5 E(R)| [ 2, with equality only
if the orders of the two edges are distinct.
Consider first the case in which C ı E(R). Graph G is matching covered
and has removable ears; therefore G is not K2, whence G is 2-edge-
connected. Thus, |C| \ 2. We conclude that |C|=2, one of its edges has odd
order in R, and the other has even order in R. Graph G−R, a matching
covered graph, is connected. But C−R=”. Therefore, all the vertices of
G−R lie in one of the shores of C, say X¯. That is, all the vertices of X are
internal vertices of single ears of R. But |C|=2; therefore, all the vertices of
X are internal vertices of the same single ear of R. We conclude that G{X}
is C2n, as asserted.
Consider now the case in which C−E(R) is nonnull. Let f be any edge
of C−E(R). Let M −f be a perfect matching of G−R that contains edge f.
Let U be the set of edges of even order of R. Then, set Mf :=M
−
f 2 U is a
perfect matching of G that contains edge f. Cut C is tight in G ; therefore,
f is the only edge ofMf in C. We conclude that U and C are disjoint. That
is, all the edges of C 5 E(R) have odd order in R. Therefore, e is the only
edge of C 5 E(R), and it has odd order in R. L
Corollary 4.5. Let R be a removable doubleton of a matching covered
graph G, and let C be a tight cut of G. Then, C contains at most one edge of R.
4.3. Series Reduction of Ears
Quite often proofs of theorems concerning removable ears become
cumbersome when the ears involved have internal vertices of degree two;
that is, when the ears consist of paths of length greater than one. A natural
way of handling such ears is by series reduction, which, as we shall see,
amounts to considering a simple type of cut-contraction. In this section, we
explain this procedure and present several elementary results that are useful
for conveniently dealing with ears of length greater than one.
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Let G be a matching covered graph and let P :=(v0, e1, v1, ..., es, vs) be
an (odd) ear of length greater than one in G. Define GŒ to be the graph
obtained by deleting the edges and internal vertices of P from G and then
joining the two vertices v0 and vs by a new edge t. This graph GŒ, obtained
from G by (s−1) series reductions, is also matching covered. To see this,
let X :={v1, v2, ..., vs}. Then GŒ=G{X¯; vs}, where t denotes the edge
joining v0 and vs in G{X¯; vs}. The following result is thus immediate.
Proposition 4.6. Let G be a matching covered graph. Let P :=
(v0, e1, v1, ..., es, vs) be an ear in G, and let GŒ be the graph as defined above.
Then, b(G)=b(GŒ) and p(G)=p(G).
Now we shall present two simple propositions which relate the properties
of removable ears of G with those of GŒ. Toward this end, we first note that
there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the sets of perfect
matchings of G and GŒ : Let T denote the set of odd edges of P and let U
denote the set of even edges of P. IfM is any perfect matching of G, either
T ıM and U 5M=” or U ıM and T 5M=”. In the former case,
MŒ=M−T+t is a perfect matching of GŒ, and in the latter case, MŒ=
M−U is a perfect matching of GŒ.
There is also a close relationship between the removable ears of G and
those of GŒ, except in the case in which G is C2n. If G is not C2n and R is a
removable ear of G, then either E(P) ı E(R) or E(P) 5 E(R)=”. In the
former case, let us suppose that P is a subpath of a constituent path P1 of
R. Then, RŒ obtained from R by replacing the subpath P in P1 by the edge t
is a removable ear of GŒ ; in fact, G−R=GŒ−RŒ. In the latter case, that
is when E(P) 5 E(R)=”, RŒ=R is a removable ear of GŒ ; G−R is
isomorphic to an odd subdivision of GŒ−RŒ. Clearly, this process is also
reversible. That is, given any removable ear of Q of GŒ, we can make an ear
R of G such that Q=RŒ correspond with it in the above sense.
The following two propositions can be easily deduced from the above
observations.
Proposition 4.7. Let R be a removable ear of G and let RŒ be the corre-
sponding ear of GŒ as defined above. Then r(R)=r(RŒ).
Proposition 4.8. Let G be a matching covered graph different from K2
and C2n. Let R be a removable ear of G and let RŒ be the corresponding ear of
GŒ as defined above. Then, R is a (b+p)-removable ear of G if, and only if,
RŒ is a (b+p)-removable ear of GŒ.
In view of the above discussion, the study of properties of removable
ears in matching covered graphs can often be reduced, by means of series
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reduction, to the study of properties of removable ears in matching covered
graphs in which no two adjacent vertices have degree two. In such a graph,
a removable ear is either a removable edge or a removable doubleton
(consisting of a pair of equivalent edges). For convenience, using the
terminology of [3], we refer to such ears as removable classes.
5. A LOWER BOUND FOR dg(G)
Our main objective in this section is to show that dg(G) \ (b+p)(G), for
any matching covered graph G. We shall derive this as a corollary of
the following theorem, which establishes monotonicity properties of the
parameters b(G), p(G), and (b+p)(G) with respect to deletions of remov-
able ears.
Theorem 5.1 (Monotonicity of (b+p)). Let G be a matching covered
graph and let R be a removable ear of G. If R is a single ear then
b(G−R) \ b(G)
p(G−R) \ p(G)−1
(b+p)(g−R) \ (b+p)(G).
If R is a double ear then
b(G−R)=b(G)−1
p(G−R)=p(G)
(b+p)(G−R)=(b+p)(G)−1.
As we shall see, it is straightforward to verify the above inequalities
when G is either a brick or bipartite. If G is neither a brick nor bipartite,
then it has nontrivial tight cuts. We shall prove the theorem in general
by applying induction to smaller graphs obtained by considering cut-
contractions with respect to suitably chosen tight cuts.
In the proof of the above theorem, we shall make use of several well-
known properties of matching covered graphs. Most of these are fairly
simple and standard results concerning cut-contractions and can be found
in [7]. The one deep result we use is the following theorem of Edmonds
et al. (see [5, 14]).
Theorem 5.2. A nonbipartite matching covered graph that is not a brick
either has a nontrivial barrier or is bicritical and has a 2-separation.
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Every matching covered graph is 2-connected (see [7]). This implies the
following useful property:
Proposition 5.3. Let G be a graph and X a subset of V(G). If each of
G{X} and G{X¯} is matching covered then graph G is also matching covered.
In any bipartite matching covered graph, removal of one vertex from
each part of its bipartition yields a graph that has a perfect matching (see
[7]). This implies the following useful result concerning bipartite graphs.
Proposition 5.4. Let H be a bipartite matching covered graph, and let e
and f be two edges of H such that H−e−f is matching covered. Then, both
H−e and H−f are also matching covered.
A consequence of the above proposition is that all removable classes in a
bipartite matching covered graph are singletons.
We shall now state and prove several fundamental properties relating
removable singletons and doubletons to tight cuts, barrier tight cuts, and
2-separation tight cuts. It is then a simple matter to derive the desired
monotonicity properties with respect to removable ears.
Lemma 5.5. Let G be a matching covered graph, C a tight cut of G, and
R a removable singleton or doubleton of G. Let G1 and G2 denote the two
C-contractions of G. Then, cut C−R is tight in G−R and R is a subset of
one of E(G1) and E(G2). Moreover, for i=1, 2, graph Gi is matching covered
and set Ri :=R 5 E(Gi) is either empty or removable in Gi.
Proof. Cut C is tight in G ; therefore, each C-contraction of G is
matching covered. By hypothesis, graph G−R is matching covered. Each
perfect matching of G−R is a perfect matching of G. Therefore, cut C−R
is tight in G−R. We conclude that each (C−R)-contraction of G−R is
matching covered. That is, for i=1, 2, graph Gi−Ri is matching covered.
Consider first the case in which R is a singleton. In this case, R is
certainly a subset of (at least) one of E(G1) and E(G2). Moreover, for
i=1, 2, |Ri | [ 1, and we have seen that Gi−Ri is matching covered, whence
Ri is either empty or is removable in Gi. The assertion thus holds in the
case in which R is a singleton.
Now suppose that R is a doubleton, say R={e, f}. The proof in this
case is not quite so straightforward. For example, if Ri=R, we cannot
immediately deduce that Ri is removable in Gi from the fact that Gi−Ri is
matching covered. This is because the definition of a removable doubleton
requires that neither edge in the doubleton be removable (see the first two
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paragraphs of Section 4). Therefore, in order to complete the proof, we
must show not only that R is a subset of one of E(G1) and E(G2), but also
that for i=1, 2, each Ri is either empty or removable in Gi, in accordance
to the definition of a removable doubleton.
By hypothesis, R is removable in G. Thus, neither G−e nor G−f
is matching covered. This implies that every perfect matching of G that
contains one of e and f contains both e and f. Cut C is tight; therefore, it
contains at most one of e and f. We conclude that R contains at least one
edge in E(G)−C.
Adjust notation so that R contains an edge in E(G1)−C ; say e ¥
E(G1)−C. Let us first show that R1=R … E(G1). Suppose that this is not
the case. Then f ¥ E(G2)−C. So R1={e}, implying that G1−e is matching
covered, and e ¨ E(G2), implying that G2−e is matching covered.
Furthermore, G1−e and G2−e are the two (C−e)-contractions of G−e.
Hence, by Proposition 5.3, graph G−e is matching covered. This is a
contradiction because, by hypothesis, {e, f} is a removable doubleton of G.
Now, let us proceed to show that R is a removable doubleton of G1. We
already know that G1−R is matching covered. To complete the proof, we
must show that neither G1−e nor G1−f is matching covered. Toward this
end, let us first show that both G2−e and G2−f are matching covered.
Since e is not an edge of G2, G2−e is matching covered. As for the edge f,
either it is not in E(G2) or it is in C and R2={f}; in either case, G2−f is
matching covered. Now, if G1−e is matching covered, we would have that
G−e is matching covered, because G1−e and G2−e are the two (C−e)-
contractions of G−e. Similarly, if G1−f is matching covered, we would
have that G−f is matching covered. Since R, by hypothesis, is a removable
doubleton of G, neither G−e nor G−f can be matching covered. L
If C is a tight cut of a matching covered graph G, and G1 and G2 are
the two C-contractions of G, then, by the uniqueness of the tight cut
decomposition (see Theorem 2.13 of [3]) we have that
b(G)=b(G1)+b(G2) and p(G)=p(G1)+p(G2). (1)
Likewise, if R is a removable class of G, then, by Lemma 5.5, cut C−R is
tight in G−R, whence
b(G−R)=b(G1−R)+b(G2−R) and
p(G−R)=p(G1−R)+p(G2−R).
(2)
As mentioned earlier, our idea is to prove the required inequalities relating
b(G) and b(G−R) and p(G) and p(G−R) by applying the induction
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hypothesis to the smaller graphs G1 and G2. For this method to yield the
appropriate inequalities, we have found that it is necessary to establish the
property that in one of the two C-contractions, the values of the functions
b and p are not affected by the deletion of R. We do not know if this holds
for arbitrary tight cuts. But we are able to establish this property, in the
next two lemmas, for barrier cuts and 2-separation cuts. In view of
Theorem 5.2, this is adequate for our purposes.
Lemma 5.6. Let G be a matching covered graph, and let B denote a
barrier of G. For each (odd) component K of G−B, let CK denote cut
N(V(K)) and let GK and G
−
K denote, respectively, CK-contractions G{V(K)}
and G{V(K)} of G. For each removable singleton or doubleton R of G
there exists precisely one (possibly trivial) component L of G−B such
that R …E(GL). Moreover, R is removable in GL, b(G −L−R)=b(G −L), and
p(G −L−R)=p(G
−
L).
Proof. By induction on |V(G)|. Let K denote the set of (odd) compo-
nents of G−B. We note that the family {E(GK): K ¥K} of subsets of
E(G) constitutes a partition of E(G).
Let us first suppose that each component in K is trivial. In this case,
graph G is bipartite and B is one of the parts of the bipartition of G.
It follows from Proposition 5.4 that R is a singleton, say R={e}. Let
L denote the component of G−B consisting of the vertex which is the end of
e not in B. Graph G −L is then equal to G−e. Clearly, b(G−e)=0=b(G)
and p(G−e)=0=p(G). The assertion holds in this case.
We may thus assume that G−B has nontrivial components. Let K
be any nontrivial component of G−B. Cut CK is tight in G. Let RK :=
R 5E(GK), R −K :=R 5 E(G −K). By Lemma 5.5, R is equal to one of RK
and R −K. Moreover, RK is removable in GK and R
−
K is removable in G
−
K.
Consider first the case in which R=RK. Then, R is removable in GK.
Moreover, R is a subset of E(GK), whence R
−
K is a (possibly null) subset of
CK. Set B is a barrier of G
−
K and R
−
K is removable in G
−
K. By the induction
hypothesis, b(G −K−R
−
K)=b(G
−
K) and p(G
−
K−R
−
K)=p(G
−
K). The assertion
thus holds in this case, with L=K.
Now consider the case in which R ] RK. Then R=R −K and R contains
edges in E(GL), for some component L inK−K. Let H :=G
−
K{V(L)}. Set
B is a barrier of matching covered graph G −K and R is removable in
G −K. By the induction hypothesis, R … E(GL) and R is removable in GL.
Moreover, b(H−R)=b(H) and p(H−R)=p(H). Since B is a barrier of
G −L, cut CK is tight in G
−
L. Moreover, R and E(GK) are disjoint. By
Theorem 2.13 of [3], b(G −L−R)=b(H−R)+b(GK)=b(H)+b(GK)=
b(G −L) and p(G
−
L−R)=p(H−R)+p(GK)=p(H)+p(GK)=p(G
−
L). L
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Lemma 5.7. Let G be a bicritical matching covered graph and C a
2-separation tight cut of G. Let R be a singleton or a doubleton that is
removable in G. Then, there exists an enumeration G1, G2 of the two
C-contractions of G such that R is a subset of E(G1), R is removable in G1,
b(G2−R)=b(G2), and p(G2−R)=p(G2).
Proof. Let C=N(X) be a 2-separation cut of G associated with a
2-separation {u, v}, where u ¥X and v ¥ X¯.
We shall first show that both u and v must be adjacent to at least two
distinct vertices in each of the even sets X0{u} and X¯0{v}. Suppose that
this is not the case and, say, u is adjacent to just one vertex w in X0{u}. In
this case G−{v, w} is disconnected and has an odd component contained
in X0{u, w}. It follows that {v, w} is a nontrivial barrier of G. This is not
possible because, by hypothesis, G is bicritical. The other cases are similar.
Thus each of u and v must be adjacent to at least two distinct vertices in
each of the sets X0{u} and X¯0{v}. A consequence of this observation is
that every edge of the cut C is a multiple edge in at least one of the two
C-contractions.
To prove the assertion, consider first the case in which R and C are
disjoint. By Lemma 5.5, all the edges of R lie in one C-contraction of G,
which will be denoted G1. Moreover, R is removable in G1 and no edge of
R lies in the other C-contraction, denoted G2. In this case, the assertion
holds immediately.
Now consider the case in which cut C contains an edge, say e, of R. We
have seen that e is a multiple edge in at least one C-contraction of G. Let
G2 be a C-contraction of G such that edge e is multiple in G2. Let G1 denote
the other C-contraction of G. For i=1, 2, let Ri :=R 5 E(Gi). By
Lemma 5.5, Ri is removable in Gi, for i=1, 2. Edge e lies in R2 and is
multiple in G2; therefore R2 cannot be a doubleton. We conclude that
R2={e}. Moreover, the underlying simple graphs of G2 and of G2−e
coincide. Therefore, b(G2−e)=b(G2) and p(G2−e)=p(G2). Finally, since
the only edge of R2 lies in C, it follows that R is a subset of E(G1), whence
R1=R. Indeed, R is removable in G1. L
With the aid of the above lemmas, we are now in a position to establish
the required monotonicity properties with respect to removable ears.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. By induction on the size of G.
Assume first that a constituent path of R is a path P :=(v0, e1, v1, ...,
es, vs) of length greater than one. Then, as in Section 4.3, we can apply
series reductions to replace P by a single edge and obtain a graph GŒ. Let
RŒ denote the removable ear of GŒ, as defined in Section 4.3, corresponding
to R. By Proposition 4.7, the rank of RŒ in GŒ is the same as the rank of R
in G. Thus, if R is a removable single ear of G, by the induction hypothesis,
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b(G−R)=b(GŒ−RŒ) \ b(GŒ)=b(G),
p(G−R)=p(GŒ−RŒ) \ p(GŒ)−1=p(G)−1, and
(b+p)(G−R)=(b+p)(GŒ−RŒ) \ (b+p)(GŒ)=(b+p)(G).
If R is a double ear, then, by the induction hypothesis,
b(G−R)=b(GŒ−RŒ)=b(GŒ)−1=b(G)−1,
p(G−R)=p(GŒ−RŒ)=p(GŒ)=p(G), and
(b+p)(G−R)=(b+p)(GŒ−RŒ)=(b+p)(GŒ)−1=(b+p)(G)−1.
We may thus assume that each constituent path of R has length one. That
is, R is either a singleton or a doubleton.
Consider now the case in which graph G is not bicritical. Let B denote a
nontrivial barrier of G. By Lemma 5.6, let L be a component of G−B,
CL :=N(V(L)), G1 :=G{V(L)}, and G2 :=G{V(L)} such that R … E(G1),
R is removable in G1, and
b(G2−R)=b(G2) and p(G2−R)=p(G2). (3)
Set B is a barrier of G ; thus cut CL is tight in G. Therefore, by Theorem 2.13
of [3], we have that
b(G)=b(G1)+b(G2) and p(G)=p(G1)+p(G2). (4)
Likewise, set B is a barrier of G−R, whence cut CL−R is tight in G−R.
Thus, we have that
b(G−R)=b(G1−R)+b(G2−R) and
p(G−R)=p(G1−R)+p(G2−R).
(5)
The asserted inequalities then hold, from (3), (4), and (5), by the application
of the induction hypothesis to graph G1.
Consider now the case in which graph G is bicritical but has a 2-separation
cut C. By Lemma 5.7, there exists an enumeration G1, G2 of the two
C-contractions of G such that R is a subset of E(G1), R is removable in G1,
and Eqs. (3) hold. Cut C is a 2-separation cut of G ; therefore it is tight in
G. Cut C−R is a 2-separation cut of G−R and therefore tight in G−R. By
Theorem 2.13 of [3], we have that Eqs. (1) and (2) hold. Again, the
asserted inequalities then hold, from (3), (4), and (5), by the application of
the induction hypothesis to graph G1.
We may thus assume that G is bicritical and 3-connected. If G has
precisely two vertices then the asserted inequalities hold trivially.
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We may thus assume that G is bicritical, is 3-connected, and has at
least four vertices. Then, G is nonbipartite, because it is bicritical. By
Theorem 5.2, graph G is a brick.
Assume that R is a singleton. Then, the inequality involving function
p holds trivially. Graph G−R cannot be bipartite; otherwise, the edge
of R would have its ends in distinct parts of the bipartition of G−R, whence
G itself would be bipartite, a contradiction. Thus, b(G−R)\ 1=b(G). If G is
not the Petersen brick then the inequality involving function b+p follows
immediately. If G is the Petersen brick, then there are two possibilities: if
the edge of R is multiple in G then b(G)=1=b(G−R) and p(G−R)=
1=p(G); if the edge of R is not multiple in G then b(G−R)=2 and
p(G−R)=0. In both cases, (b+p)(G−R)=(b+p)(G).
Finally, assume that R is a doubleton. Then, it is well known (see [6])
that G−R is bipartite and so G cannot be a Petersen brick. The required
equalities follow easily.
The desired lower bound on dg(G) is a simple corollary of the above
theorem.
Corollary 5.8. For any matching covered graph G, dg(G) \ (b+p)(G).
6. OPTIMAL EAR DECOMPOSITIONS
In this section, we shall show that every matching covered graph G
admits an ear decomposition that uses exactly (b+p)(G) double ears. As
noted before, to establish the existence of such an ear decomposition, it is
necessary to prove that every matching covered graph different from K2
has a (b+p)-removable ear. The inductive argument that we use to prove
this fact makes it necessary for us to prove a stronger statement, namely
that every matching covered graph G different from K2 and C2n has two
(b+p)-removable ears. The following proposition provides the inductive
tool for proving that theorem.
Proposition 6.1. Let C be a tight cut of a matching covered graph G, let
G1 and G2 denote the two C-contractions of G, and let R denote a (b+p)-
removable singleton or doubleton of G1. Then, R contains at most one edge
in C. Moreover, if either (i) R does not contain any edge in C, or (ii) the only
edge of R in C is (b+p)-removable in G2, then R is (b+p)-removable in G.
Proof. By hypothesis, set R is a (b+p)-removable singleton or double-
ton of G1. Cut C is trivial in G1, and so it contains at most one edge in R.
Assume that either R and C are disjoint or that the only edge of R in C is
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(b+p)-removable in G2. Then, graphs G1−R and G2−R are both matching
covered, whence so too is G−R.
Clearly, cut C−R is tight in G−R. Then,
(b+p)(G−R)=(b+p)(G1−R)+(b+p)(G2−R),
(b+p)(G1−R)=(b+p)(G1)−r(R),
(b+p)(G2−R)=(b+p)(G2), and
(b+p)(G1)+(b+p)(G2)=(b+p)(G),
where the first equality follows from the fact that cut C−R is tight in
G−R, the second equality comes from the definition of R, the third
equality comes from the assumption that either R and C are disjoint or the
only edge of R in C is (b+p)-removable in G2, and the last equality comes
from the fact that cut C is tight in G. Addition of the four equalities and
simplification yields the equality (b+p)(G−R)=(b+p)(G)−r(R). As
asserted, R is a (b+p)-removable class of G. L
Theorem 6.2. Every matching covered graph distinct from K2 and C2n
(n \ 2) has two edge-disjoint (b+p)-removable ears.
Proof. By induction on the size of G. The hard part of the proof indeed
consists of proving the assertion for bricks. But, this follows from the main
theorem of [3] and of [4], stated as Theorem 3.4 in [3] and restated in
this paper as Theorem 4.3. Thus, we may assume that G is not a brick. The
assertion is trivially true if G has just two vertices. So, G either has a non-
trivial barrier or is bicritical and has a 2-separation. The main idea of the
rest of this proof is to consider contractions with respect to associated tight
cuts and apply induction. The proof is divided into five cases. In each case,
we assume that the previous cases do not apply.
Case 1. Graph G has a pair, {e1, e2}, of multiple edges.
Each of e1 and e2 is a (b+p)-removable edge of G. The assertion holds
trivially in this case. We may thus assume G to be simple.
Case 2. Graph G has two adjacent vertices each of which has degree
two in G.
In this case, G has a single ear P of length three. By series reduction,
we can obtain a graph GŒ from G as described in Section 4.3. Clearly,
GŒ is neither K2 nor C2n. Thus, by induction, GŒ has two edge-disjoint
(b+p)-removable ears. Let QŒ and RŒ be two (b+p)-removable ears of GŒ.
Then, it follows from Propositions 4.7 and 4.8 that (using the notation of
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Section 4.3) the corresponding ears Q and R of G are (b+p)-removable ears
of G.
Case 3. G has a vertex of degree two.
Let u be a vertex of degree two, and let v1 and v2 be the two neighbors
of u. Then, B={v1, v2} is a barrier of G. One component of G−B is the
trivial component with u as its only vertex. Let K denote the other com-
ponent. Then C :=N(V(K)) is a tight cut. Consider the C-contractions
GK :=G{V(K); v¯} and H :={V(K); v} of G. Since Case 2 does not apply,
the degrees of v1 and v2 are at least three in G. It follows that GK is neither
K2 nor C2n. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, GK has two edge
disjoint (b+p)-removable ears, say R1 and R2. The degree of v¯ in GK is
greater than two, all other vertices of GK are also vertices of G, and Case 2
does not apply. Therefore, R1 and R2 are removable classes in GK.
Furthermore, since v1 and v2 have degree at least three in G, in H all the
edges joining v1 to v and all the edges joining v2 to v are multiple edges and
hence are (b+p)-removable in H. By Proposition 6.1, it now follows that
both R1 and R2 are (b+p)-removable in G.
The technique used for the next case is very similar to the one used
above.
Case 4. G has a nontrivial barrier.
Let B denote a minimal nontrivial barrier of G. For each component K
of G−B, let CK denote cut NG(V(K)) and GK denote CK-contraction
G{V(K); vK} of G. Let H denote the bipartite graph obtained from G by
contracting the set of vertices V(K) of each component K of G−B to a
single vertex vK.
For each component K of G−B, cut CK is tight in G, whence graph GK
is matching covered. The bipartite graph H is also matching covered. The
minimality of B implies that H is a brace.
Let K be any component of G−B. We assert that GK is neither K2 nor
C2n, for any n \ 2. To see that GK is distinct from K2, recall that G, a
matching covered graph with at least four vertices, is 2-edge-connected,
whence |CK | \ 2. To see that GK is distinct from C2n, for any n \ 2, observe
that every vertex v of GK other than vK is a vertex of G, and the degree of v
in GK is the same as the degree of v in G. Therefore, since Case 3 does not
apply, no vertex of GK other than vK has degree two. Thus, GK cannot be
an even circuit. Induction hypothesis is thus applicable to GK. We conclude
that GK has two edge-disjoint (b+p)-removable ears. The same degree
argument as above implies that each of those removable ears must in fact be
either a (b+p)-removable edge or a (b+p)-removable doubleton. Choose
two (b+p)-removable classes of GK, for each component K of G−B.
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Let R be a (b+p)-removable class of a GK. If E(R) 5 E(H)=”, then,
clearly, R is also (b+p)-removable in G. If E(R) 5 E(H) ]”, then
|E(R) 5 E(H)|=1, say E(R) 5 E(H)={e}. Since H is bipartite, every
removable edge of H is also (b+p)-removable in H. Thus, if e is a remov-
able edge of H, then, by Proposition 6.1, R is also (b+p)-removable in G.
Graph H is a brace. If H has six or more vertices, then, by a result we
proved in [2], every edge of H is removable. Thus, in this case, there are at
least 2 |B| (b+p)-removable classes in G, and the assertion follows. So, we
may assume that H has four vertices.
If H has four vertices, then |B|=2. Let v1 and v2 be the two vertices in B.
Clearly, the degrees of v1 and v2 in H are the same as their degrees in G.
Therefore, each of v1 and v2 has degree at least three inH. An easy counting
argument now shows that all edges of H, except possibly one or two, are
multiple edges of H and hence are removable in H. Let K and L be the two
components of G−B. Of the four chosen (b+p)-removable classes in
GK and GL at most two are not (b+p)-removable in G. Thus, again, the
assertion holds.
Case 5. Graph G is bicritical and has a 2-separation, S :={v, vŒ}.
Since G is bicritical, each component of G−S is even. Let K be a
component of G−S. Let X :=V(K) 2 {v}, C :=N(X). Clearly, cut C is
tight in G. Define graph GK as follows: if vertices v and vŒ are adjacent in G
then GK is G[V(K) 2 S]; if vertices v and vŒ are nonadjacent in G
then GK is G[V(K) 2 S]+(v, vŒ). Graph G is simple. Thus, GK is the
underlying simple graph of C-contraction G{X; vŒ} of G. Thus, GK is
matching covered.
Since G is bicritical, GK is bicritical. It follows that GK is neither K2 nor
C2n, for any n \ 2. By the induction hypothesis, graph GK has at least two
edge-disjoint (b+p)-removable ears. In fact, each of these ears is an edge
or a doubleton of GK. At least one of these two ears does not contain edge
(v, vŒ). Call that class RK. Graph GK is bicritical; therefore vertex vŒ is
adjacent to at least two vertices of V(K) in GK. The edges of C incident
with vŒ in GK and distinct from (v, vŒ) are all multiple edges in the
C-contraction G{X¯} of G. By Proposition 6.1, RK is a (b+p)-removable
class of G.
We conclude that for each component K of G−S, graph G has a (b+p)-
removable class whose edges lie all in GK−(v, vŒ). Clearly, for distinct
components K and L of G−S, classes RK and RL are edge-disjoint. Graph
G−S has at least two components. We conclude that graph G has at least
two edge-disjoint (b+p)-removable classes. The assertion holds in this
case. L
Using the above result we can now prove the following.
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Theorem 6.3. Every matching covered graph G admits an ear decompo-
sition that uses exactly (b+p)(G) double ears.
Proof. By induction on |E|.
The case in which G is K2 or C2n (n \ 2) is trivial. Any other matching
covered graph G has a (b+p)-removable ear, by Theorem 6.2. Let R be a
(b+p)-removable ear of G. By the induction hypothesis, there is an ear
decomposition of G−R that uses exactly (b+p)(G−R)=(b+p)(G)−r(R)
double ears. The addition of R to it produces an ear decomposition of G
that uses exactly b+p double ears. L
From the above theorem and Corollary 5.8 we deduce the following
assertion, which is Theorem 1.3 rephrased.
Corollary 6.4. For any matching covered graph G, dg(G)=(b+p)(G).
The application of the above corollary to a brick that is not a Petersen
brick yields Theorem 1.2, thereby giving a positive answer to a question
raised by Naddef and Pulleyblank [10].
7. A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE MATCHING LATTICE
Let G be a matching covered graph. Let w be a vector in ZE.
The purpose of this section is to determine the necessary and sufficient
conditions for w to be in the matching lattice of G. We begin the analysis of
this question by reducing it to a case in which graph G is free of nontrivial
tight cuts.
7.1. Reduction to Bricks and Braces
For each edge e of G, we denote by w(e) the coordinate of vector w that
corresponds to edge e of G.
Lemma 7.1 (See [6]). Let C be a tight cut of a matching covered graph
G. Let GŒ and Gœ be the two C-contractions of G. Let w be a vector in ZE,
and let wŒ and wœ denote the restrictions of w to the set of edges of GŒ and Gœ,
respectively. Then, vector w lies in Lat(G) if and only if vector wŒ lies in
Lat(GŒ) and vector wœ lies in Lat(Gœ).
Corollary 7.2. Let G be a matching covered graph. Fix a tight cut
decomposition of G. A vector w in ZE lies in Lat(G) if and only if for every
brick or brace H obtained by the tight cut decomposition of G, the restriction
of w to E(H) lies in Lat(H).
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Corollary 7.2 is thus a tool to reduce the characterization of Lat(G) to
the case in which G is free of nontrivial tight cuts.
7.2. Necessary Conditions
Let G be a matching covered graph. Then, Lin(G), the matching space of
G, is the linear space over R generated by {qM : M ¥M}. Clearly, Lat(G) ı
Lin(G) 5 ZE. Thus, a vector in ZE is in Lat(G) only if it is in Lin(G). With
this in view, we now proceed to derive necessary conditions for a vector w
in RE to belong to Lin(G).
Let G be a matching covered graph. Then |M 5 C|=1 for any perfect
matching M and any tight cut C of G. Thus if w=;M ¥M aMqM, then
w(C)=;M ¥M aM. And so, a necessary condition for a vector w in RE to
belong to Lin(G) is that
w(C)=w(D), for any two tight cuts C and D of G. (6)
(In particular, w(N(u))=w(N(v)), for any two vertices u and v of G.)
Naddef [9] proved that these conditions are also sufficient.
Theorem 7.3. A vector w in RE is in Lin(G) if and only if w satisfies the
equations in System (6).
The above theorem gives a description of a system of linear equations
which determines Lin(G). But, in general, Lat(G) does not coincide with
Lin(G) 5 ZE. For example, for the Petersen graph Lat(G) is a strict subset
of Lin(G) 5 ZE. We shall see this in the next section.
Let G be a matching covered graph and let C be a set of tight cuts of G.
We shall say that a vector w in RE is regular over C if w(C) assumes the
same value for all cuts C in C. Theorem 7.3 says that regularity over the set
of all tight cuts of G is a necessary and sufficient condition for w to be in
Lin(G). But in general, not all the equations in System (6) are linearly
independent. For example, if G is a matching covered graph with at most
one brick, then regularity of a vector w over the set of all trivial cuts
implies the regularity of w over the set of all tight cuts. In other words, if G
is such a graph, then a vector w is in Lin(G) if and only if w is regular over
the set of all trivial cuts of G.
Henceforth, by a regular vector on a graph G we shall mean a vector in
ZE which is regular over the set of all trivial cuts of G. The degree of a
regular vector w on G is w(N(v)), where v is a vertex of G. It follows from
the above discussion that if G is a matching covered graph with at most
one brick, and w is a vector in ZE, then the regularity of w is a necessary
condition for w to be in Lat(G). The following theorem implies that for
bipartite graphs, and every brick that is not a Petersen brick, the above
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necessary condition is also sufficient. (We shall see in Section 7.3 that
regularity is not a sufficient condition for Petersen bricks.)
Theorem 7.4. LetG be amatching covered graph such that (b+p)(G) [ 1.
A vector w ¥ ZE lies in Lat(G) if, and only if, w is regular in G.
Proof. As noted above, the regularity of w is necessary. We prove the
sufficiency of the regularity condition by induction on the size of G.
Case 1. Graph G has a nontrivial tight cut, C.
Let G1 and G2 denote the two C-contractions of G. By hypothesis,
(b+p)(G) [ 1, whence b(G) [ 1. Therefore, b(G1)+b(G2) [ 1, whence at
least one of G1 and G2 is bipartite. Adjust notation so that G1 is bipartite.
Let (A, B) denote the bipartition of G1. Let v denote the vertex of G1 such
that NG1 (v)=C. Then, each vertex of V(G1)−v is a vertex of G. Adjust
notation so that v lies in A. Let g denote the degree of w. Then, g(|A|−1)+
w(C)=g |B|. Clearly |A|=|B|. Therefore, w(C)=g. For i=1, 2, let wi
denote the restriction of w to E(Gi). Since w(C)=g, it follows that w1 is
regular in G1 and w2 is regular in G2. Moreover, (b+p)(G2) [ 1. By
the induction hypothesis, w1 lies in Lat(G1) and w2 lies in Lat(G2).
By Lemma 7.1, vector w lies in Lat(G). We may thus assume that G is
either a brick or a brace.
If G is K2 then the assertion holds trivially. If G is C4 then the assertion
also holds immediately. We may thus assume that G is neither K2 nor C4.
We assert that G has a (b+p)-removable class. This assertion is trivially
true if G has a pair of multiple edges, because both are (b+p)-removable in
G. We may thus assume G to be simple. Graph G is not C2n, for any n \ 2,
because it is not C4 and G is free of nontrivial tight cuts. Therefore, it has
(b+p)-removable ears. Let R be one such ear. If at least one of the single
ears of R has length greater than one, then G has vertices of degree two.
No brick has vertices of degree two. No simple brace other than C4 has
vertices of degree two. We conclude that R is either a singleton or a
doubleton.
Case 2. Ear R is a singleton, {e}.
Let Me denote any perfect matching of G that contains edge e. Let y be
the restriction of vector x :=w−w(e) qMe to E(G−e). Clearly, x(e)=0
and x is regular in G. Therefore, y is regular in G−e. But e is a (b+p)-
removable edge of G, whence (b+p)(G−e)=(b+p)(G) [ 1. By the
induction hypothesis, y lies in Lat(G−e). Therefore, it is an integral linear
combination of the characteristic vectors of perfect matchings of G, whence
so too is w. As asserted, w lies in Lat(G).
Case 3. Ear R is a doubleton, {e, f}.
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By Theorem 5.1, (b+p)(G−R)=(b+p)(G)−1. Since (b+p)(G) [ 1, it
follows that G is a brick and G−R is bipartite. Let (A, B) denote the
bipartition of G−R. Graph G−R is matching covered; therefore |A|=|B|.
Since G is not bipartite, one of e and f has both ends in one of A and B.
Adjust notation so that e has both ends in A. Graph G is matching covered.
Every perfect matching of G that contains e must contain also f, and
f must have both ends in B. Let g denote the degree of w in G. Then,
g |A|−2w(e)=w(N(B))=g |B|−2w(f), whence w(e)=w(f). Therefore,
the restriction y of vector x :=w−w(e) qMe to E(G−R) is a regular vector
in G−R. By induction hypothesis, y lies in Lat(G−R). Therefore, it is the
result of an integral linear combination of the characteristic vectors of
perfect matchings of G. The same conclusion thus holds for w. As asserted,
w lies in Lat(G). L
7.3. The Case of the Petersen Brick
Recall that a brick whose underlying simple graph is the Petersen graph
is called a Petersen brick. Let G be such a brick, and let w be a vector in
ZE. Then, the regularity of w is not sufficient for w to lie in Lat(G). For
example, if G is the Petersen graph, then 1=(1, 1, ..., 1) is regular in G, but
it is not in Lat(G), as shown by the next statement.
Lemma 7.5 [6]. Let G be the Petersen graph and let Q be any pentagon
of G. Let w be any vector in Lat(G). Then, w(E(Q)) is even.
Proof. Every perfect matching of G has either zero or two edges in
E(Q). Therefore, w(E(Q)) is even, for each w ¥ Lat(G). L
We now show that, in the case of the Petersen graph, together with the
regularity of w, the above parity condition is sufficient for w to be in
Lat(G).
Theorem 7.6. Let G be the Petersen graph, and let Q be a pentagon of
G. Let w be a vector in ZE. If w is regular in G and w(E(Q)) is even, then w
is in Lat(G).
Proof. Let e be an edge in the cut D=N(V(Q)) of G. Let M0 be the
perfect matching of G such that e ¥M0 and |E(Q) 5M0 |=0, and letM1 be
the perfect matching of G such that e ¥M1 and |E(Q) 5M1 |=2. We shall
see that there exist integers a0 and a1 such that the vector
x=w−a0qM0−a1qM1
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has the following properties:
• x(e)=0, (equivalently, a1+a2=w(e)), and
• the restriction y of x to G−e is in Lat(G−e).
Note that D−e is a tight cut of G−e. Furthermore, the two D−e
contractions of G−e are matching covered graphs with one brick whose
underlying simple graph is K4. Thus, by Theorems 7.4 and 7.1, a vector y
in ZE(G−e) is in Lat(G−e) if it is regular in G−e and y(D−e) is equal to
the degree of y. So, the idea of the proof is to show that there exist integers
a1 and a2 so that a1+a2=w(e) and the restriction y of x to G−e satisfies
the above-mentioned conditions.
First, let us show that there is an integer a0 such that wŒ=a0qM0 is
regular on G such that wŒ(D) is equal to the degree of wŒ in G. Let g denote
the degree of w in G. For wŒ to have the required property, we must choose
a0 such that
w(D)−5a0=g−a0. (7)
But, clearly,
5g−2w(E(Q))=w(D), (8)
whence
4g−2w(E(Q))=4a0. (9)
By hypothesis, w(E(Q)) is even. Therefore, a0 :=g−w(E(Q))/2 is an
integer. Now define a1 :=w(e)−a0, and x :=wŒ−a1qM1. It is straight-
forward to verify that x has the desired properties. L
The matching lattice of a Petersen brick G is related in an obvious
manner to the matching lattice of the Petersen graph which is the underly-
ing simple graph of G. In fact, for any matching covered graph G, there is
an obvious correspondence between the matching lattice of G and that of
the underlying simple graph of G. This is the essence of the following easily
proved proposition.
Proposition 7.7. Let G be a matching covered graph, and let f and g be
two parallel edges of G joining vertices u and v. Let w be a vector in ZE(G).
Obtain GŒ from G by replacing f and g by a single edge h joining u and v and
define wŒ in ZE(GŒ) by the rule that wŒ(e)=w(e), if e ] h, and wŒ(h)=w(f)+
w(g). Then w is in the matching lattice of G if and only if wŒ is in the
matching lattice of GŒ.
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Let G be a Petersen brick, and let C be a pentagon in the underlying
simple graph of G. Then, we shall refer to the subgraph of G induced by
V(C) as a fattened pentagon of G. Note that if Q is a fattened pentagon of a
Petersen brick, then the underlying simple graph of Q is a pentagon.
The following theorems are simple consequences of the proof of
Theorem 7.6 and Proposition 7.7.
Theorem 7.8. Let P be a Petersen brick. Let C be a fattened pentagon
of P. Let e be an edge of N(V(C)) such that b(P−e)=2. Let M0 be a
perfect matching of P that contains edge e. Then, there exists a perfect
matching M1 of G that also contains edge e and such that perfect matchings
M0 andM1 are distinct perfect matchings of some underlying simple graph of
P. In addition, for each vector w in Lat(G), there exist integers a0 and a1
such that a0+a1=w(e) and the restriction y to E(G−e) of vector
x :=w−a0qM0−a1qM1
lies in Lat(G−e).
Remark. The above theorem is stated in a form that can be conve-
niently used to show that any set M(D) of perfect matchings associated
with an optimal ear decomposition D of a matching covered graph G can
be extended to a set Mg(D) of perfect matchings of G whose incidence
vectors constitute a basis for Lat(G). This is the reason for fixing a perfect
matchingM0.
Theorem 7.9. Let G be a Petersen brick and let Q be a fattened
pentagon of G. A vector w in ZE is in the matching lattice of G if and only if
w is regular and w(E(Q)) is even.
From Lemma 7.1 and Theorems 7.4 and 7.9, we derive the following
characterization of the matching lattice of a matching covered graph, due
to Lova´sz [6].
Theorem 7.10. Let G be a matching covered graph and let w be a vector
in ZE. Fix any tight cut decomposition of G. Then, w lies in Lat(G) if and
only if the following conditions hold for each brick or brace H resulting from
the given tight cut decomposition:
(i) the restriction of w to E(H) is regular, and
(ii) if H is a Petersen brick, then, for a specified fattened pentagon Q
of H, w(E(Q)) is even.
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8. A BASIS FOR THE MATCHING LATTICE
Let L be a lattice. A basis of L is a linearly independent set {a1, ..., ak}
of vectors inL such that every element a inL may be expressed as
a=l1a1+·· ·+lkak,
where the coefficients l1, ..., lk are all integers. It is well known that if L
is any lattice generated by a set of integral vectors, then L has a basis
consisting of integral vectors [11, Corollary 4.1b, p. 47]. However, unlike
the case with linear spaces, a generating set of a lattice need not contain a
basis of the lattice. Murty [8] raised the question whether it is always
possible to find a basis for the matching lattice of a matching covered
graph G consisting solely of incidence vectors of perfect matchings of G.
In this section, we give a positive answer to that question. Indeed, we
generalize the concept of a list of perfect matchings associated with an
optimal ear decomposition of a matching covered graph and show that the
corresponding characteristic vectors constitute a basis for the matching
lattice. In order to motivate the generalization mentioned above we need a
very simple, but fundamental result.
Lemma 8.1. Let R be a (b+p)-removable ear of a matching covered
graph G. If R is a double ear then R is also b-removable in G. If R is a single
ear then
either b(G−R)=b(G) and p(G−R)=p(G),
or b(G−R)=b(G)+1 and p(G−R)=p(G)−1.
Proof. By hypothesis, R is (b+p)-removable in G. If R is a double ear
then it is also b-removable, by Theorem 5.1. Assume thus that R is a single
ear. Ear R is (b+p)-removable; thus (b+p)(G−R)=(b+p)(G). By
Theorem 5.1, p(G−R) \ p(G)−1, whence b(G−R) [ b(G)+1. Also by
Theorem 5.1, b(G−R) \ b(G). Therefore, b(G) [ b(G−R) [ b(G)+1. The
asserted equalities follow immediately. L
Let G be a matching covered graph and let D :=(G1, ..., Gr) be an
optimal ear decomposition of G. Recall that dg=b+p ; therefore r=m−
n+2−(b+p). We shall see that the dimension of Lat(G) is m−n+2−b
(this was originally proved in [5]). Therefore, the sequence of perfect
matchings associated with D is not large enough—it falls short by p
matchings. Theorems 8.3 and 8.4 give an indication as to how the sequence
D can be supplemented with p additional perfect matchings so that the set
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of incidence vectors of perfect matchings of the resulting set of m−n+2−b
perfect matchings is a basis for Lat(G).
The basic idea is as follows. Suppose that Gr−1=G−R, where R is a
(b+p)-removable ear of G. Further suppose that we have found a set
MŒ={M −1, M −2, ..., M −k} of perfect matchings of Gr−1 such that SŒ={qM
−
1,
qM
−
2, ..., qM
−
k} is a basis for Lat(Gr−1). Let T and U denote, respectively, the
sets of odd and even edges of R. Then, consider the set {M1, M2, ..., Mk}
of perfect matchings of G, where, for i=1, 2, ..., k, Mi=M
−
1 2 U. Then,
clearly, {qM1, qM2, ..., qMk} is linearly independent. This set of course does
not generate vectors in Lat(G) which assume nonzero values on T. If we
can find a setMk+1, ..., Mk+n of perfect matchings of G, each containing T,
such that S={qM1, qM2, ..., qMk, qMk+1, ..., qMk+n} is a basis of Lat(G),
then we shall say that the basis SŒ of Lat(Gr−1) can be extended to a basis
of Lat(G) by adding n vectors.
If all vectors w of Lat(G) with w(e)=0 for all e ¥ T can be expressed as
integer linear combinations of vectors in {qM1, qM2, ..., qMk}, then it is easy
to extend it to the basis of Lat(G). Because, in this case, if Mk+1 is any
perfect matching of G containing T, then {qM1, qM2, ..., qMk, qMk+1} is a
basis of Lat(G).
It is not always possible to extend a basis of Lat(Gr−1) to a basis of
Lat(G) by adding just one vector. However, in general, if G is a matching
covered graph, and R is a (b+p)-removable ear of G, then a basis of
Lat(G−R) can be extended, in the above sense, to a basis of Lat(G)
by adding either one or two vectors. In fact, if R is also b-removable,
then, by Theorem 8.3, a basis of Lat(G−R) can be extended to a basis of
Lat(G) by adding the incidence vector of any perfect matching containing T.
On the other hand, if R is not b-removable, then a basis of Lat(G−R)
can be extended to a basis of Lat(G) by adding the incidence vectors
of two perfect matchings containing T. Theorem 8.4 describes how
those two perfect matchings can be found. Before we state and prove the
above-mentioned theorems, we shall see how the problem in which R has
a constituent path of length greater than one can be reduced to the case in
which R is a removable class.
Let P be an ear of length greater than one. Let GŒ be the graph obtained
from G by replacing (as in Section 4.3) P by an edge t. Let T and U denote
the sets of odd and even edges of P, respectively. If a vector w is in Lat(G),
it is clear that w(e)=w(f) for any two edges e and f in T, and w(e)=
w(f) for any two edges e and f in U. Thus, if we define wŒ in ZE(GŒ) so that
wŒ(e)=w(e) if e ¥ E(GŒ), e ] t, and wŒ(t)=w(f), where f is an edge of T,
then wŒ is in Lat(GŒ). Conversely, if wŒ is a vector in Lat(GŒ), there is a
unique vector w in Lat(G) such that w(e)=wŒ(e) if e ¥ E(GŒ), e ] t, and
w(e)=wŒ(t), for all e ¥ T, and the values of w on the edges in U are
determined to satisfy the regularity condition at the internal vertices of P.
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Thus, Lat(G) and Lat(GŒ) are closely related. The following proposition is
easy to prove.
Proposition 8.2. Let G be a matching covered graph, and let R be a
(b+p)-removable ear of G. Suppose that one of the constituent ears of R is a
path P=(v0, e1, ..., es, vs) of length greater than one. Let GŒ be the graph
obtained from G by replacing (as in Section 4.3) P by an edge t. Let
{Ni: 1 [ i [ k} be a set of perfect matchings of GŒ such that {qNi : 1 [ i [ k}
is a basis for Lat(GŒ). For i=1, 2, ..., k, let Mi=(Ni 2 T)−t if t is in Ni
and Mi=Ni 2 U if t is not in Ni. Then, {qMi : 1 [ i [ k} is a basis for
Lat(G).
Now we shall see how to extend a basis of Lat(G−R) to a basis of
Lat(G) by adding to it incidence vectors of suitably chosen perfect
matchings of G containing T. We consider two cases depending on whether
or not R is b-removable. In view of the above proposition, it suffices to
examine the case in which R is a (b+p)-removable class. One implication
of this assumption is that the vertex sets of G−R and G are the same.
Theorem 8.3. Let G be a matching covered graph. Let R be a (b+p)-
removable class containing an edge e. Let GŒ :=G−R, let SŒ be a basis of
Lat(GŒ) consisting of incidence vectors of perfect matchings of GŒ, and letM0
be any perfect matching of G that contains edge e. Suppose that R is
b-removable in G. Then:
1. For each vector w in Lat(G), the restriction y to E(G−R) of vector
x :=w−w(e) qM0 lies in Lat(G−R), and
2. S=SŒ 2 {qM0} is a basis of Lat(G).
Proof. The proof is divided into two parts. We prove the first part of
the theorem by induction on |E(G)|. Then, we prove the second part of the
theorem.
We consider two cases, depending on whether or not G has nontrivial
tight cuts.
Case 1. G is free of nontrivial tight cuts.
Suppose first that R is a doubleton {e, f}. Then, G is a brick. By
Theorem 3.4 of [3], G is not a Petersen brick and, by Theorem 4.2, G−R
is a bipartite matching covered graph. Let w be a vector in Lat(G). As
every perfect matching of G that contains one of e and f must also contain
the other, we conclude that w(e)=w(f). Consider the vector x :=w−
w(e) qM0. Then, x is regular in G and x(e)=x(f)=0. Thus, the restriction
y of x to E(G−R) is a regular vector in G−R. By Theorem 7.4, y lies in
Lat(G−R).
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Now, suppose that R is an edge e and G is not a Petersen brick. Let w be
a vector in Lat(G), and let y be the restriction to E(G−e) of vector x :=
w−w(e) qM0. Clearly, x(e)=0 and x is regular in G. Therefore, y is regular
in G−e. By Theorem 7.4 again, y lies in Lat(G−e).
Now consider the case in which G is a Petersen brick. Since e is
b-removable, e must be a multiple edge of G. Let w be a vector in Lat(G),
and let y be the restriction to E(G−e) of vector x :=w−w(e) qM0. Clearly,
x(e)=0 and x is regular in G. Therefore, y is regular in G−e. Let C be a
specified fattened pentagon of G. By Lemma 7.9, w(C) is even. As M0
contains an even number of edges of C, it follows that x(C) is even. There-
fore, y(C−e) is also even in G−e. By Theorem 7.10, y lies in Lat(G−e).
Case 2. G has a nontrivial tight cut C.
Let G1 and G2 be the two C-contractions of G. By hypothesis, R is (b+p)-
removable and also b-removable in G. It follows from Theorem 5.1 that,
for i=1, 2, Ri :=E(R) 5 E(Gi) is both (b+p)-removable and b-removable
in Gi.
Let w be a vector in Lat(G). By Lemma 7.1, the restriction of w to E(Gi)
lies in Lat(Gi). Let yi be the restriction to E(Gi−Ri) of vector x :=
w−w(e) qM0. By the induction hypothesis, yi lies in Lat(Gi−Ri). By
Lemma 7.1, the restriction to E(G−R) of vector x lies in Lat(G−R).
This completes the proof of the first part of the theorem. Now we shall
proceed to prove thatS=S 2 {qM0} is a basis for Lat(G).
First, let us prove that S spans Lat(G). Let w be any vector in Lat(G).
We must show that w is an integer linear combination of vectors in S.
Since the restriction y to E(G−R) of vector
x :=w−w(e) qM0
lies in Lat(G−R), there exist integers aM: M ¥SŒ such that
y= C
M ¥SŒ
aMq
M.
Let aM0 :=w(e). Then,
w= C
M ¥S
aMq
M.
To complete the proof of the theorem, we must now show that S is
linearly independent. This is obvious because, by hypothesis, SŒ is linearly
independent, and qM0 is the only vector in S=SŒ 2 {qM0} which has a
nonzero entry in the coordinate corresponding to e. L
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Theorem 8.4. Let G be a matching covered graph. Let R be a (b+p)-
removable class containing an edge e. Let GŒ :=G−R, let SŒ be a basis of
Lat(GŒ) consisting of incidence vectors of perfect matchings of GŒ, and letM0
be any perfect matching of G that contains edge e. Suppose that R is not
b-removable in G. Then:
1. There exists a Petersen brick P of G such that e is not b-removable
in P. Moreover, there exists a perfect matching M1 of G that also contains
edge e and such that perfect matchings M0 5 E(P) and M1 5 E(P) are
distinct perfect matchings of some underlying simple graph of P. In addition,
for each vector w in Lat(G), there exist integers a0 and a1 such that a0+a1=
w(e) and the restriction y to E(G−R) of vector x :=w−a0qM0−a1qM1 lies
in Lat(G−R).
2. S=SŒ 2 {qM0, qM1} is a basis of Lat(G).
Proof. As in the proof of the previous theorem, we first prove the first
part by induction on |E(G)|. We begin by observing that, since R is not
b-removable, by Lemma 8.1, R is a single ear, and so R={e}. Further-
more, G cannot be bipartite because every removable edge in such a graph is
b-removable. We now examine the two cases depending on whether or not
G is a brick.
Case 1. G is a brick.
If p(G)=0, then every (b+p)-removable edge of G is also b-removable.
But, by hypothesis, e is not b-removable. Therefore, G must be a Petersen
brick. Also, if e is a multiple edge of G, then e is b-removable. Therefore, e
must be an edge of G such that b(G−e)=2. The existence of the perfect
matching M1 satisfying the required properties now follows from
Theorem 7.8.
Case 2. G has a nontrivial tight cut C.
Let G1 and G2 be the two C-contractions of G. Since e is not b-removable
in G, b(G−e)=b(G)+1 and p(G−e)=p(G)−1, by Lemma 8.1. This,
together with Theorem 5.1, implies that e is not b-removable in one of the
C-contractions and is b-removable in the other C-contraction. Let us
assume without loss of generality that e is not b-removable in G1 and is
b-removable in G2. Thus, b(G1−e)=b(G1)+1 and p(G1−e)=p(G1)−1,
and b(G2−e)=b(G2) and p(G2−e)=p(G2).
Consider any tight cut decomposition C of G that includes the cut C.
For each D in C, then D−e is a tight cut of G−e and so there is a tight
cut decomposition of G−e which includes the cuts in the family {D−e:
D ¥ C}. Since b(G−e)=b(G)+1 and p(G−e)=p(G)−1, it follows that
there is exactly one Petersen brick P of G resulting from the tight cut
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decomposition with respect to C, such that b(P−e)=2. Since we are
assuming that e is not b-removable in G1, that Petersen brick P must in fact
be a brick of G1. (Note that this means that there is a cut CP of P such that
e is in CP and CP−e is a tight cut of P−e. These cuts CP and CP−e are
also cuts of G and G−e, respectively. Furthermore, CP−e is a tight cut of
G−e.)
Let w be a vector in Lat(G). For i=1, 2, let wi be the restriction of w to
E(Gi). By Lemma 7.1, vector wi lies in Lat(Gi). By the induction hypothesis,
there exists a perfect matching M −1 of G1 that also contains edge e and
such that perfect matchingsM0 5 E(P) andM −1 5 E(P) are distinct perfect
matchings of some underlying simple graph of P. In addition, there exist
integers a0 and a1 such that a0+a1=w(e) and the restriction to E(G1−e)
of vector x1 :=w1−a0qM0 5 E(G1)−a1qM
−
1 lies in Lat(G1−e).
Clearly, M −1 can be extended to a perfect matching M1 of G. Now,
consider vector x2 :=w2−a0qM0 5 E(G2)−a1qM1 5 E(G2). Note that xi (i=1, 2) is
exactly the restriction of vector x :=w−a0qM0−a1qM1 to E(Gi). As w2 lies
in Lat(G2), vector x2 also lies in Lat(G2). Moreover, x2(e)=0. Thus, the
restriction to E(G2−e) of vector x2 lies in Lat(G2−e). By Lemma 7.1,
the restriction to E(G−e) of vector x lies in Lat(G−e).
This completes the proof of the first part of the theorem. Now we shall
proceed to prove thatS=SŒ 2 {qM0, qM1} is a basis of Lat(G).
Let us first show that S spans Lat(G). By the statement (the first part)
proved above, there are integers aM0 and aM1 such that aM0+aM1=w(e)
and the restriction y to E(G−R) of vector
x :=w−aM0q
M0−aM1q
M1
lies in Lat(G−R). Thus, there exist integers aM: M ¥SŒ, such that
y= C
M ¥SŒ
aMq
M.
Then,
w= C
M ¥S
aMq
M.
To complete the proof, we must show that S is linearly independent.
Toward this end, let bM: M ¥S be real numbers such that
C
M ¥S
bMq
M=0.
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We assert that bM0=0=bM1 . To see this, let v be any vertex of G. Then,
C
M ¥S
bMq
M(N(v))=1 C
M ¥SŒ
bM 2+bM0+bM1=0.
Now, let CP be the cut of the Petersen brick P (as in the first part of the
theorem) such that CP−e is tight in P−e. One of M0 and M1 has five
edges in CP, and the other has one edge in it. Suppose, without loss of
generality, that M0 has five edges in CP and M1 has one edge in CP. Since
cut CP−e is tight in G−e, and since each perfect matching M in SŒ is a
perfect matching of G−e, every such matching contains exactly one edge of
CP. Hence,
C
M ¥S
bMq
M(CP)=1 C
M ¥SŒ
bM 2+5bM0+bM1=0.
Combining the two equations above, we have
4bM0=0.
Therefore, bM0=0. Since e lies in M1 and, for all M ¥SŒ, e does not lie in
M, we have that bM1=0. As asserted, bM0=0=bM1 . Thus,
C
M ¥SŒ
bMq
M=0.
By the linear independence of SŒ, we conclude that bM=0, for all M ¥S.
Indeed,S is linearly independent. L
With the aid of the above theorems, we are now able to prove the
following:
Theorem 8.5. For any matching covered graph G, Lat(G) has a basis
consisting of incidence vectors of perfect matchings of G, and the dimension
of Lat(G) is |E(G)|− |V(G)|+2−b(G).
Proof. By induction on |E(G)|. The assertion is clearly true if G=K2.
So, we may assume that G is different from K2. By Theorem 6.2, G has a
(b+p)-removable ear. Let R be any (b+p)-removable ear of G. If one of
the constituent paths of R has length greater then one, then the assertion
can be deduced using Proposition 8.2 and induction. So, we may assume
that R is a (b+p)-removable class. Let GŒ :=G−R. By induction, Lat(GŒ)
has a basis SŒ consisting of |E(GŒ)|− |V(GŒ)|+2−b(GŒ) incidence vectors
of perfect matchings of GŒ. A simple counting argument shows that
|E(GŒ)|− |V(GŒ)|=|E(G)|− |V(G)|−r(R)−1. If R is b-removable, then
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b(GŒ)=b(G)−r(R), and there is a perfect matching M0 of G such that
S=SŒ 2 {qM0} is a basis of Lat(G). On the other hand, if R is not
b-removable, then r(R)=0, b(GŒ)=b(G)+1, and there exist two perfect
matchings M0 and M1 of G such that S=SŒ 2 {qM0, qM1} is a basis of
Lat(G). Thus, in either case, Lat(G) has a basis S consisting of incidence
vectors of perfect matchings of G. Simple calculations show that |S|=
|E(G)|− |V(G)|+2−b(G). L
Using his characterization of the matching lattice, Lova´sz [6] charac-
terized the linear space over GF(2) generated by {qM : M ¥M} and showed
that the dimension of this space is m−n+2−(b+p). If D=(G1, G2, ..., Gr)
is any optimal ear decomposition of a matching covered graph G and
M(D) is any set of perfect matchings associated with D, then it can be
shown that the set S of incidence vectors of perfect matchings inM(D) is
a basis for the linear space over GF(2). Also, if p(G)=0, then S is also a
basis for Lat(G). Theorem 8.4 shows how p perfect matchings can be
added to M(D) so that the resulting set Mg(D) of r+p perfect matchings
has the property that set Sg of incidence vectors of perfect matchings in
Mg(D) is a basis for Lat(G). We summarize this procedure below.
By definition of D, for each i (2 [ i [ r) graph Gi has a removable ear,
Ri, such that Gi−1=Gi−Ri. By the optimality of D and the monotonicity
of b+p, it follows that Ri is (b+p)-removable in Gi. Thus, by Lemma 8.1,
for precisely p indices i, ear Ri is not b-removable in Gi, and each such Ri is
a single ear. It follows from the above theorems that, for those indices i,
graph Gi has a Petersen brick, say Hi, such that for some edge ei of odd
order of Ri, b(Hi−ei)=b(Hi)+1=2. Let I denote the set of these p
indices.
For any index j, whether or not it is in I, the only requirement for a
perfect matching Mj to be eligible for being added to (M1, M2, ..., Mj−1)
so that (M1, M2, ..., Mj) is a sequence of perfect matchings associated with
(G1, G2, ..., Gj) is that Mj should contain all edges of odd order of Rj.
In general, there may be more than one candidate for being selected
as Mj. For any index i in I, given any eligible Mi, there is another perfect
matching M −i so that (M1, M2, ..., Mi−1, M
−
i) is also a sequence of perfect
matchings associated with (G1, G2, ..., Gi), with the additional property that
the perfect matchings E(Hi) 5Mi and E(Hi) 5M −i of Hi are distinct
perfect matchings of some underlying simple graph of Hi. In each such
case, instead of replacing Mi by M
−
i in the sequence of perfect matchings
associated with D, we add alternate M −i as an extra perfect matching. This
way, we obtain a sequence Mg(D) :=(M1, ..., Mr+p) of perfect matchings
of G containing m−n+2−b elements. We refer to this set Mg(D) as a set
of perfect matchings p-associated with D. The following theorem is now a
simple consequence of Theorems 8.3 and 8.4.
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Theorem 8.6. Let G be a matching covered graph. Let D be any optimal
ear decomposition of G, and let Mg(D) be a set of perfect matchings
p-associated with D. Then, the incidence vectors of perfect matchings in
Mg(D) is a basis for Lat(G).
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